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What is Yoga?

Ancient practice - at least 200 BCE, possibly 2500 BCE 

Means “union” or “to yoke” 

Three key components: 

‣ Postures - asana 

‣ Breathwork - pranayama 

‣ Meditation - dhyana
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Why Yoga & Mental Health?
Yoga is calming: 

Focuses on “stilling the changing states of the mind” 
Investigates causes & offers a means to end suffering 

Yoga assumes you’re whole: 

Starts from “what is right with me?”, instead of “what 
is wrong with me?”  
Aims to unite you with universal, divine consciousness
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Key Concepts in Yoga
The mind is NOT you.  

Your mind and body are aspects of nature —> so they fluctuate.  
Your soul is part of eternal consciousness —> so it is unending and still. 

The body is an outer manifestation of the mind, so psychological 
disturbances have a physical manifestation. Likewise, physical illness can 
effect the mind and emotions. 

Mental health isn’t about illness, it’s about balance, strength, and integrity. 

Yoga works on the mind through the body and the breath.  

Prana is the energy that permeates all things, including the body & mind 
and connects you with spirit, or universal energy. (You can think of it as 
the breath)
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MENTAL HEALTH: 
THE YOGIC VIEW
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Gunas: Yogic Archetypes
Qualities of nature & our basic psychological states: 

‣ Tamas - inertia, heaviness, darkness - depression 

‣ Rajas - change, activity, turbulence - anxiety 

‣ Sattva - light, intelligence - harmony and 
stability 

Yoga aims to make the mind sattvic & bring the 
physical and emotional body into balance. Then the 
mind can best reflect the light of the soul. 
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Two Types of Depression

There are two main forms of depression according 
to yogic philosophy: tamasic and rajisic 

In yoga, if there is depression, then it’s assumed 
there is contraction. Some part of the body / mind 
is compressed and emotions are blocked.  

All practices of yoga address and release blockages, 
whether they’re in spine, joints, or the breath/
prana.
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Tamasic Depression
Energetically: Lethargy, Inertia 

Emotionally: Dullness, Hopelessness 

Physically:  
- Slumped shoulders  
- Collapsed chest  
- Shallow breath 
- Tension in abdomen  
- Expressionless face
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Rajasic Depression
Energetically: Anxiety, Restlessness, Racing mind,  

Emotionally: Anger, Agitation 

Physically:  
- Tight muscles 
- Hard, active eyes 
- Restless fingers & extremities
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YOGA’S APPROACH
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Confrontational  
(takes you inward) 

 Meditation 

 Physical postures  

 Breathwork 

Non-confrontational  
(externally-based) 

 Chanting / Sound Yoga   

 Mantra repetition 

 Physical postures  

 Breathwork

Approaches
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Breathwork*
Anxiety / Rajasic: 

- Focus on exhale 

- Lengthen exhale 1:2 

- Calm nervous system 

Practices: 

- 3-part breath  
- Follow the exhale  
- Inhale 3; exhale 6, etc. 

Depression / Tamasic: 

- Focus on inhale 

- Even length breath 1:1 

- Build fire, stay alert 

Practices: 

- Breath of Joy  
- Stairstep inhale with 
pauses; smooth exhale

* It is important to learn yogic breathing from a qualified teacher. If the body or mind isn’t ready for certain practices, they won’t help, and, in some cases, may harm the individual.
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Physical Postures
➡ Bypass mind and habitual thought patterns 

➡ Create space for prana to flow 

➡ Can be both restoring and energizing 

Patricia Walden: 
“Even when we are not able to change the substance 
of our thoughts, we can influence the energy of the 
instrument with which we think those thoughts (i.e. 
the mind)” 
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Anxiety
Focus and channel prana 

Meet the mind where it is 

Sample posture sequence: 
- Active poses to burn off excess energy 
- Backbends to release stored energy and open 
- Inversions to calm the mind 
- Supine to slow down 
- Forward bends to bring energy inwards
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Depression
Increase prana 

Expand awareness 

Sample posture sequence: 
- Supported backbends to open chest and lungs 
- Active poses to move prana and build fire 
- Inversions to calm the mind 

Eyes remain open
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Alexis Pierce has over 800 hours of training and 1000+ hours 
of teaching as an experienced 200hr / 500hr Registered Yoga 
Teacher.  She teaches gentle yoga classes, as well as 
pranayama (breathing), and meditation in person and online.   

Discover more at http://alexispierce.com 
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